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摘要(中) This paper is a business plan about senior high student career life consultin

g firm. It includes the original aspiration of this idea and it also describes th

e serious problem of students, how the problem occurred and what the curre

nt status is in this industry. In the opportunity paragraph you can understan

d the educational policy and the current situation affect the market and ride 

the opportunities. Through the understanding of the industry, we know the 

competition between cram school is high. They try to use the opportunity to 

transfer their business in order to survive. Different types of cram school ar

e booming. They are our potential partners but also our competitors. In the 

marketing and financial part, you will understand how we entry the market 

and how to growth. The purpose is to find venture capital to support the sta

rt-up business 

摘要(英) This paper is a business plan about senior high student career life consultin

g firm. It includes the original aspiration of this idea and it also describes th

e serious problem of students, how the problem occurred and what the curre

nt status is in this industry. In the opportunity paragraph you can understan

d the educational policy and the current situation affect the market and ride 

the opportunities. Through the understanding of the industry, we know the 

competition between cram school is high. They try to use the opportunity to 



transfer their business in order to survive. Different types of cram school ar

e booming. They are our potential partners but also our competitors. In the 

marketing and financial part, you will understand how we entry the market 

and how to growth. The purpose is to find venture capital to support the sta

rt-up business 
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